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Abstract One‐second in situ measurements of CO and CO2 mole fractions were made aboard the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration DC‐8 aircraft during the 2016 KORUS‐AQ joint air
quality and atmospheric chemistry ﬁeld campaign in South Korea. The ratio of CO to CO2 enhancement is
used to characterize regional combustion source signatures. Calculations of the ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio were
made with a short duration rolling window (60 s), ﬁltered by the coefﬁcient of determination (R2), and
plotted as distributions to characterize air masses measured from the aircraft during the campaign. The
KORUS‐AQ sampling domain was divided into analysis regions to facilitate the analysis. Over Seoul, the
boundary layer shows a low‐ratio signature in the ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratios, with more than 50% of the correlated
slopes in the boundary layer falling below 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2, and 80% of the slopes between 0% and 2% ΔCO/Δ
CO2. However, this behavior changes to a larger ratio distribution at higher altitudes. The West Sea
receptor region was divided into three analysis sectors, by meteorological regime, and used in conjunction
with measurements collected over China during the KORUS‐AQ campaign time period to characterize the
Chinese ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio signature. Chinese‐type emissions have a slope distribution that is shifted to
higher ratios and broadened compared to measurements over Seoul, with the bulk of the measurements
between 2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2, with few negative slopes. The measured ratio trends over South Korea are
consistent with inventoried CO and CO2 emissions.
Plain Language Summary Measurements of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2)
were made over South Korea in May and June of 2016. The ratio of CO to CO2 provides information about
the combustion sources in a region, as most of the CO measured in the atmosphere is sourced from
combustion, such as open air ﬁres or engines. Using a 1‐s data set, the short‐term slopes of CO to CO2
enhancement were calculated by making a measurement of the CO to CO2 slope at every observation using
the data in the surrounding minute. Plotting the distributions of the short‐term slopes with correlated
values in the calculation window reveals whether the air masses have mostly low ratios of CO/CO2, which
indicates high‐efﬁciency combustion, or mostly high ratios of CO/CO2, from low‐efﬁciency combustion. The
slope distributions over the Seoul megacity show low‐ratio distributions, but at high altitudes the ratios
move to higher values, showing that the combustion sources change with altitude and have a less efﬁcient
combustion signature. Meanwhile, the ratios that were measured over the West Sea show that the air coming
to South Korea from China has higher CO/CO2 ratios than the air that is measured over South Korea.
1. Introduction
Sustained industrial growth in East Asia since 1970 has resulted in widespread prosperity (Hanushek &
Woessmann, 2016; Kimura & Obashi, 2016; Yeon et al., 2016) but has been accompanied by degraded air
quality throughout the region, primarily attributed to the increase in power generation and industry
(Chan & Yao, 2008; Fang et al., 2009; Streets et al., 2000; Streets & Waldhoff, 2000; van der A et al., 2017;
Zhao et al., 2008). East Asia encompasses China, Korea, and Japan, and all of these countries are affected
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by poor air quality with contributions from both local and transboundary pollution. Transboundary air quality issues are a difﬁcult problem for the enforcement of environmental regulations, with emissions policy differing between localities and nations.
The Korean Peninsula is susceptible to pollution transport from international sources, and studies have
found evidence of Chinese sources impacting the air quality in Korea over different areas, sampling regimes,
and time periods (Han et al., 2008; Heo et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2016; Koo et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2013; Oh et al.,
2015; Park et al., 2004). While South Korea has implemented control strategies to improve air quality (Ghim
et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2006; Kim & Shon, 2011), there are still poor air quality events, especially in the densely populated Seoul metropolitan region, which is home to approximately 25 million people, 10 million of
whom live within the Seoul urban boundary (Kang et al., 2004; Kang et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2007; Kim et al.,
2014; Lee et al., 2013). Metrics for determining the underlying contributions to severe air quality events are
critical tools for policymakers to determine effective mitigation strategies.
The atmospheric ratio between carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) can be used as a tracer for
source combustion efﬁciency, as these two species generally have common combustion sources with speciﬁc emission ratios (Ward et al., 1996). CO has an OH oxidation lifetime of approximately 2 months, making
it a good tracer for synoptic‐scale transport yet is also not long enough lived to have high stable background
levels (Heald et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2003; Staudt et al., 2001; Vay et al., 2011). CO is predominantly produced by incomplete combustion of carbon‐containing fuel, with typically minor contributions from the
oxidation of atmospheric hydrocarbons (Bakwin et al., 1995; Potosnak et al., 1999). During high‐efﬁciency
combustion (e.g., modern power plants) fuel carbon is converted to CO2 with nearly perfect efﬁciency, producing extremely low ratios of CO to CO2 (<0.1% CO/CO2). Conversely, low‐efﬁciency combustion from
cold or smoldering processes, or from low‐efﬁciency engines, will produce large amounts of CO. The lowest
efﬁciency processes, like biomass burning, yield ratios over 10% CO/CO2 (Andreae & Merlet, 2001; Wang
et al., 2010).
Vehicle emissions are a signiﬁcant source of CO globally (Zhong et al., 2017), but the combustion efﬁciency
of the engines varies widely with both the type and size of the engine and the operating conditions (Tong
et al., 2000), in addition to emissions control equipment and engine maintenance. Globally, vehicle combustion efﬁciency has increased with time as compliance with emissions standards has improved (Popa et al.,
2014; Singer & Harley, 1996), but standards vary between countries (Huo et al., 2011). South Korea has generally had stronger vehicle emissions standards than China (Wang et al., 2014), although combustion efﬁciency has been increasing in China with improved emissions control technology and government
incentivized implementation of improved standards (Zhang et al., 2009; Zheng et al., 2018).
The atmospheric ratio between CO and CO2 has been used extensively to characterize regional source
signatures (Newman et al., 2013; Silva et al., 2013; Suntharalingam et al., 2004; Turnbull, Tans, et al.,
2011; Vay et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2010). Studies in East Asia have found regional and seasonal changes
in this ratio that are attributable to changes in heating and vehicle use (Han et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2010). Silva et al. (2013) used satellite retrievals to assess CO/CO2 ratios over megacities as an assessment
of anthropogenic emissions and found that the CO/CO2 ratios were lower over the Seoul megacity than
over cities in China (Beijing and Shanghai) and Japan (Tokyo and Osaka/Kobe), with values that agreed
with Japanese and Chinese outﬂow reported in Suntharalingam et al. (2004) and Turnbull, Tans, et al.
(2011). The downside to using a total air mass CO/CO2 ratio is that the ratio will be the sum of all constituent combustion sources and sinks within an analysis region (Suntharalingam et al., 2004; Vay et al.,
2011). While useful for assessing an overall outﬂow source signature, an overall ratio has limited information value. By examining the distributions of short‐term continuous slopes, we create regional ﬁngerprints that can be used to assess emissions and mixing behavior between analysis regions, giving us
greater insight into the mix of local sources and transport.
To investigate the characteristics of air masses observed during KORUS‐AQ, this work uses the in situ
enhancement ratio of CO to CO2 measured on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) DC‐8 aircraft. This paper presents a method for calculating short‐term CO/CO2 ratios using high
time resolution aircraft data and uses these short‐term ratios to characterize the distributions of slopes and
compare these slope distributions by analysis region. We present the method, show a breakdown of the
KORUS‐AQ data by general analysis region, then examine how these slope distributions change between
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the boundary layer and the free troposphere by using vertical binning of the dataset. To get a better understanding of the behavior of the short‐term slopes, we use the West Sea as a receptor location and characterize
the incoming air masses from China and compare the KORUS‐AQ results to an in situ data set that was collected over mainland China during the KORUS‐AQ time frame. Finally, we compare the short‐term slope
distribution results to a Korean emissions inventory.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. KORUS‐AQ Field Campaign and In Situ Aircraft Measurements
KORUS‐AQ was an international joint air quality and atmospheric chemistry ﬁeld campaign conducted
with coordinated measurements by U.S. and Korean scientists onboard the NASA DC‐8 aircraft, with
additional information from ground sites. Atmospheric composition data were collected during 20 science
ﬂights conducted between 1 May 2016 and 9 June 2016, ranging primarily throughout the southern
Korean Peninsula and West Sea. The aircraft payload included a wide range of instruments for measuring
gas‐phase chemical species and particulate chemical and physical properties. CO2 was measured via nondispersive infrared spectroscopy using a modiﬁed LICOR 6252 instrument with both a precision and an
accuracy of 0.13 ppm (Vay et al., 2003). CO was measured via wavelength modulation spectroscopy using
the DACOM instrument suite with a precision of 0.4 ppb and an accuracy of 2% of the measurement
(Sachse et al., 1987, 1991). Both instruments were calibrated in ﬂight using standards assayed by the
Global Monitoring Division of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Earth System
Research Laboratory and traceable to World Meteorological Organization scales x2007 (CO2) and
x2014A (CO).
Three analysis regions are deﬁned for the measurements collected over South Korea during KORUS‐AQ,
which are shown in Figure 1. The three regions are the Seoul Megacity region, the general South Korean
Peninsula, and the Yellow Sea (referred to in this study as the West Sea). These boundaries are found on
the KORUS‐AQ data archive and are publicly available, along with all other data included in this work
(https://www‐air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/korus‐aq/ website; KORUS‐AQ Science Team, 2018).
The Seoul region targets the Seoul megacity, allowing the assessment of emissions by and impacts on the primary population center of South Korea. The Peninsula region characterizes the mixed‐use landscape over
South Korea and a small portion of Southern Japan and the Sea of Japan. The Peninsula region excludes
Seoul. The West Sea region covers measurements taken over the Yellow Sea, which is usually upwind of
the Korean Peninsula. West Sea air masses have been sampled in the past to quantify transboundary pollution in East Asia (Chung & Kim, 2008; Suntharalingam et al., 2004). In addition to the three major South
Korean analysis regions, the West Sea has also been divided into three analysis sectors, also shown in
Figure 1. These three sectors are Sector A, the Korean and Seoul outﬂow; Sector B, a mix of inﬂow and outﬂow to South Korea; and Sector C, which is only inﬂow to the South Korean Peninsula.
2.2. Chinese Data In Situ Measurements
The measurement location in China is shown in Figure 1, in relation to the ﬂight tracks of the DC‐8 during
KORUS‐AQ. Aircraft measurements were made using a Chinese Y‐12 IV, a high wing, twin‐engine, turboprop aircraft (similar to a DeHavilland Twin Otter) equipped with meteorological and chemical instruments.
Concentrations of methane (CH4), CO2, CO, and water vapor were made with a four‐channel Picarro cavity
ring‐down spectrometer (Model G2401‐m) at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Ambient air from the nose of the aircraft
was pulled through a rear‐facing PFA Teﬂon inlet tube (O.D. = 0.95 cm and I. D. = 0.64 cm) at a total ﬂow
rate of 10 L/min (equivalent to a ~0.7‐s residence time in the sample line). The Picarro was calibrated with
CO2/CH4/CO standards certiﬁed at National Institute of Standards and Technology. The measurement precisions for 1‐min data were 0.04 ppm for CO2, 9 ppb for CO, and 0.4 ppb for CH4 (standard deviations [1σ] of
0.5‐Hz data over 5 min).
2.3. Wind Cross Back Trajectory Analysis
The FLEXible PARTicle Dispersion Model (FLEXPART; Stohl et al., 2005) has been used to calculate air
mass origin by means of back trajectories (Seibert & Frank, 2004). For this, 6‐hourly analyses (interlaced with
3‐hr forecasts) of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Forecasting System at 0.25° horizontal resolution have been used as meteorological driver. Back trajectories were calculated from the
HALLIDAY ET AL.
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Figure 1. Flight paths for all ﬂights used in this study, and the associated regional analysis boundaries. The left map shows the ﬂight paths for the 20 KORUS‐AQ
science ﬂights, overlaid with the three South Korean analysis region boundaries used in this study. Three general analysis regions are used: Seoul (red), which
targets the urban emissions from the Seoul Metropolitan area; the Peninsula (blue), which covers the mixed‐use environment outside of Seoul; and the West Sea
(green), measurements over the Yellow Sea that can be used as a receptor location for inﬂow/outﬂow from the Korean Peninsula. The Chinese science ﬂights are
boxed in orange and show the ﬂight paths of the 11 ﬂights undertaken during the Chinese subcampaign. The right map shows the three West Sea analysis
sectors. Sector A, Korean outﬂow (green); Sector B, mixed Korean inﬂow/outﬂow (red‐orange); and Sector C, Korean inﬂow (purple).

position of NASA DC‐8 in 1‐min intervals during a research ﬂight, emitting 10,000 particles every time.
Processes like convection or turbulence then act stochastically on these particles. Cluster analysis (Stohl
et al., 2002) was used to summarize the particle positions into ﬁve center locations at hourly intervals
back in time.
This paper focuses on general behavior over different regions. To simplify the analysis of the back trajectories, the results use wind cross summary plots of the FLEXPART back trajectories. The back trajectories
associated with a particular target region are identiﬁed by the latitudes and longitudes of their terminal
points on the ﬂight track (the “release positions”). For the selected back trajectories associated with a particular geographic region, the latitudes and longitudes are treated separately. The statistics (the percentiles) of
all latitudes for the target area are calculated separately from the longitudes, treating the two variables as
pseudo‐independent. The two groups are plotted as lines on the map, crossing at the median latitude and
longitude. This creates a wind cross, describing the bulk behavior of the trajectories terminating within a
deﬁned area.
Figure 2 shows how the wind cross simpliﬁes and clariﬁes the wind trajectory plot for 9 May 2016, as
well as a schematic for interpreting the wind cross. The wind crosses use the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th,
and 90th percentiles to describe the behavior of 80% of the back trajectories initiated within an analysis
region. The wind crosses are separated by back trajectory hour, using −12, −24, −36, and −48 hr to show
how the bulk behavior of the back trajectories changes with time, going back 2 days. The latitude/longitude polygon deﬁned by the solid lines will show where the center 50% of the back trajectories were at a
given back trajectory hour, and the polygon deﬁned by the dotted lines show the center 80% of the back
trajectories for the same hour.
2.4. Boundary Layer Height Calculation
Boundary layer heights were calculated from the aircraft vertical proﬁles using a technique outlined in
Martins et al. (2012) and Halliday et al. (2016), based on Seidel et al. (2010). The 222 tagged vertical proﬁles
in the KORUS‐AQ data set were averaged to 50‐m vertical bins, and the potential temperature lapse rate
(Δθ/Δz) and the change in relative humidity (ΔRH) were calculated for each bin. The boundary layer (BL) was
HALLIDAY ET AL.
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Figure 2. Deﬁning the wind cross summary graphic. These sample maps were constructed from the 9 May 2016 DC‐8 aircraft ﬂight. For all FLEXPART back
trajectories originating within a speciﬁed geographic region (a), percentiles are calculated from the latitudes and longitudes at set back trajectory hours. The crosses
are constructed for each included hour by crossing the percentiles at the median latitude and longitude (50th percentile), with the inner cross constructed from the
25th and 75th percentiles, and the outer cross constructed from the 10th and 90th percentiles (b). The full cross shows the area that 80% of the calculated back
trajectories travel through at a speciﬁed back trajectory time; the inner cross shows the area traveled through by the inner 50% of the back trajectories (c).

deﬁned as a layer with a potential temperature lapse rate ≥6 K/km, and a ΔRH from the top of the layer to
the bottom of the layer ≤−5% RH. If multiple layers were picked with these metrics, the layer with the
greatest ΔRH was selected, with a hard maximum boundary layer height of 3.5 km. Each proﬁle was
inspected visually to check the BL assignment; two ﬂights with weaker boundary layer gradients, 21 May
2016 and 1 June 2016, used a minimum potential temperature lapse rate of 5 K/km to pick out the
appropriate inversions. In a small subset of the proﬁles, well mixed residual layers or water vapor layers
cause the water vapor metric to incorrectly assign the BL height. These proﬁles were identiﬁed with a
visual inspection, and in eight cases the boundary layer was assigned to the layer with the largest lapse
rate rather than the largest ΔRH. The boundary layer height was interpolated linearly between calculated
BL height points, and this interpolated line was used to deﬁne a boundary layer tag for the data.
The boundary layer heights for the Chinese data set were calculated with the same technique, using a 25‐m
bin. A ≥5 K/km potential temperature lapse rate was used, and a ΔH2O mixing ratio ≤−100 ppm (measured
by the Picarro instrument) over the layer deﬁned potential boundary layer heights, with the boundary with
the largest water vapor difference and a hard altitude limit of 3 km selected. Three ﬂights used the aircraft
instrument measurement of RH, due to loss of water mole fraction data from the Picarro instrument,
19 May 2016 and the two sorties on 28 May 2016. For these ﬂights, a ΔRH of ≤−2% RH was used to deﬁne
the boundary layer height.
Once tagged as boundary layer or free tropospheric, the data were binned vertically by these altitude tags. In
the KORUS‐AQ data the free tropospheric data were split into a low free tropospheric bin, for free tropospheric measurements below 3 km above sea level (ASL; measured with the pressure altitude), and a high
free tropospheric bin for measurements collected equal to or higher than 3 km ASL (see supporting
information).
2.5. Short‐Term Rolling ΔCO/ΔCO2 Calculation Method Description
The short‐term slopes between CO and CO2 are calculated with a centered 1‐min rolling window and ﬁltered
by the correlation of determination (R2) to return a slope distribution that provides information about the
instantaneous ratios between the two species.
The slopes for the CO to CO2 relationships (ΔCO/ΔCO2) are calculated using the error‐adjusted bivariate
regression, which accounts for errors on both the x and y axes, detailed in York et al. (2004) and Cantrell
(2008), weighting each observation by the total uncertainties (combined pointwise accuracy and precision).
Treating the variances symmetrically returns a robust calculation of the ΔCO/ΔCO2 relationship that is
invariant to exchange of x and y (Cantrell, 2008). This work uses a time‐centered 60‐s rolling window, deﬁned
by time stamps for a maximum of 61 observations in each calculation, and a coefﬁcient of determination cutoff of R2 ≥ 0.5. Slope calculations with a R2 below this cutoff value are considered to be effectively uncorrelated and are not included in the analysis. Additionally, the minimum number of points for a valid slope is set
at 3, and slopes that have a ΔCO or ΔCO2 <5 times the precision value are dropped to prevent inclusion of
slopes that could be driven by noise rather than real covariance. This provides a robust, simple calculation of
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Table 1
Percentiles and Mean Value of the Calculated Standard Uncertainties in the Short‐Term Slopes
2

R

<0.5
>0.5

0%

25%
−6

4.8 × 10
−14
1.1 × 10

50%
−4

6.2 × 10
−4
3.7 × 10

0.0012
−4
7.3 × 10

75%
0.0037
0.0014

100%
1.8 × 10
0.245

Mean
7

116.8
0.0012

Note. The uncertainties are in units of per parts per million.

continuous ΔCO/ΔCO2 slopes over 20 science ﬂights. Additional details on the characterization of the
method can be found in the supporting information.
The calculation of the slopes includes a calculation of the slope uncertainty, detailed in York et al. (2004) and
Cantrell (2008). For the assessments of the slopes we use the weighted standard error from Cantrell (2008),
which adjusts the calculated uncertainties by a “goodness of ﬁt” parameter. In this formulation of the slope
uncertainty the calculation is driven by the values and uncertainties on the x axis, which gives the uncertainties units of per parts per million. Table 1 summarizes the standard errors in the slopes for the data, separated
by correlated and uncorrelated slopes. We consider the uncertainties in the correlated slopes sufﬁciently
small that we did not ﬁlter based on the calculated uncertainties.
There are two major beneﬁts to using these short‐term calculations of the ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratios. First, because
this method uses the mole fraction deltas over short time periods we do not need to consider the background
of the concentrations. Removing a background value will only change the offset, not the ratio. The delta
notation for the slopes is used because the short‐term slopes are driven by the change in mole fraction over
the calculation window, rather than an enhancement over a background. Second, correlation ﬁltering allows
the method to spotlight regions of correlated behavior, such as plumes and air mass boundaries. The slopes
are a measurement of the mixing between two air masses and allows the identiﬁcation and characterization
of periods where there are short‐term changes in the chemical characteristics of the measured air, such as the
nearﬁeld emission signature of ΔCO/ΔCO2, or the advection of coherent plumes into an analysis region.
This is useful in regions with spatially heterogeneous emissions (e.g., China vs. South Korea). Periods of time
when the concentrations of the two species are steady in time, and thus uncorrelated during the short time
period of the rolling window, are not included in the analysis.
Figure 3 presents the results of applying this method to the 20 science ﬂights in the KORUS‐AQ data set, with
Figure 3a showing the results of the CO to CO2 regression for all 20 science ﬂights from KORUS‐AQ.

Figure 3. Campaign correlations between CO and CO2 over the 20 KORUS science ﬂights. (a) The full campaign scatter plot between CO and CO2 with the error‐
2
adjusted bivariate correlation. (b) The slope distributions for the 20 science ﬂights, showing the distributions of the effectively correlated slopes (R ≥ 0.5), and the
2
effectively uncorrelated slopes (R < 0.5). Both lines are normalized to a probability density. (c) The normalized probability distributions of the correlated data,
2
2
separated by minimum R value. All ﬁve R cutoffs yield the same bulk distribution of slopes.
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Figure 3b shows the results from the rolling correlation calculations on the same KORUS‐AQ data shown in
Figure 3a, showing the distribution of slopes calculated over all science ﬂights separated by minimum slope
R2 value. The slopes are reported as percentage values, with the percentage calculated from the slope
(ΔCO [ppm]/ΔCO2 [ppm]) multiplied by 100. All slope distributions are binned by 0.1% ΔCO/ΔCO2.
Figure 3c presents the normalized distributions of the correlated slopes, separated by minimum R2 cutoff.
The ﬁve R2 cutoff lines collapse to a single normalized distribution, showing that the shape of the slope
distributions are not sensitive to the R2 cutoff. The normalized distributions can be compared on a common
scale, without needing to account for sample size differences in the total counts of a distribution.
Over the full campaign the overall regression between CO and CO2 for the all observations has a slope of 1.1%
ΔCO/ΔCO2 (Figure 3a), but the relationship over all measurements is too uncorrelated (R2 = 0.301) to make
any conclusions about the chemical behavior over the full data set. However, the short‐term correlations provide additional important information—over all observations, the most commonly observed short‐term correlated slope is 0.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2, and most of the slopes fall between −2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2. The slope
distributions also indicate that there are nonnegligible instances of negative slopes, due to depletions in
CO2 concentration.
The distributions of these slopes coupled with a correlation ﬁlter are a simple and powerful way to collect
information about the most common correlated instantaneous ratios observed during the campaign. The
same correlated ratio must be sampled many times to produce a signiﬁcant bump in the distributions, and
the statistics provide conﬁdence in classifying the distributions as a primarily high ratio signal versus a primarily low ratio signal. Examining how a distribution changes between sampling regions can provide insight
to the change in emissions and air masses between the regions.

3. Results
3.1. ΔCO/ΔCO2 Slope Distributions by Analysis Region
Figure 4 shows the correlated slope distributions by KORUS‐AQ analysis region (see Figure 1 for delineation
of the regions). All three analysis regions show distributions that peak below 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2, but the shapes
of the distributions indicate source differences between the regions. All three regions have at least 90% of
their slopes below 5% ΔCO/ΔCO2, but the slopes shift to higher values and the distributions become ﬂatter
as we move outward from Seoul to the Peninsula and the West Sea analysis regions.
The Seoul distribution is the narrowest in the positive slopes and also has more negative slopes (11.5% of total
slopes). Negative slopes between CO and CO2 are generally interpreted as a signature of biogenic activity,
with a loss of CO2 due to uptake during photosynthesis (Silva et al., 2013; Turnbull, Karion, et al., 2011).
The Peninsula region contains fewer correlated negative slopes, and a positive slope distribution with slightly
higher ratios compared to the Seoul region. The West Sea analysis region has a slope distribution that is again
shifted and broadened compared to the other two regions with higher ratios of ΔCO/ΔCO2 values. Figure 4b
quantiﬁes the percentages of correlated slopes that fall within each ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. The results from
these three regions agree with the observed and modeled ΔCO/ΔCO2 values in Tang et al. (2018), which
assessed the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service CO and CO2 forecasts.
Figure 5 summarizes the dynamic ranges for the slopes shown in Figure 4, showing the range of the calculated 60‐s ΔCO and ΔCO2 for the correlated slopes used in the analysis, separated by analysis region. All
three regions have increasing ΔCO values with increasing ratio range, showing a larger dynamic range in
CO for higher ratios of ΔCO/ΔCO2. In contrast, in the positive slopes the ΔCO2 has the opposite behavior,
with the highest ΔCO2 values associated with the low‐ratio bin, and the ΔCO2 mole fractions falling with
ratio range. Both species have the smallest dynamic ranges for negative slopes. While the slope distributions
show changes in the ratio distributions between regions, the consistent behavior in the dynamic ranges indicates that the underlying behavior in the slope calculations over the different ratio ranges (changes in CO or
changes in CO2) is consistent across the sampling region.
One of the goals of this analysis is to investigate the differences between the Seoul and the West Sea analysis
regions to determine if the difference in the slope distributions is connected to emissions differences between
South Korea and China. Figure 5 shows that all three analysis regions have the same underlying chemical
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Figure 4. (a) Slope distributions for the full set of science ﬂights organized by analysis regions (Figure 1). The slope
2
distributions are constructed using the R ≥ 0.5 lines and a 60‐s rolling window. (b) Quantiﬁcation of the distributions by
ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range, that is, <0% ΔCO/ΔCO2 and 0–1% ΔCO/ΔCO2. Each bar is colored by analysis region and labeled
with the percentage of the distribution that occurs within the listed range.

behavior for the ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio ranges. The shift in the distributions between Seoul and the West Sea indicate that there is some difference in the combustion efﬁciency type between the air mass source regions.
3.2. Seoul Region: Vertical Analysis
An objective of the KORUS‐AQ ﬁeld campaign was to collect a large number of observations over Seoul, typically doing three vertical proﬁles via missed approaches over the city each ﬂight day. These proﬁles over
Seoul provide good statistics for examining how the ratios behaved over the Seoul analysis region during
the campaign. Figure 6 shows the results for the Seoul analysis region when split vertically into the three vertical bins: the boundary layer, the low free troposphere (<3 km ASL), and the high free troposphere (≥3 km

2

Figure 5. Sixty‐second window ΔCO and ΔCO2 values for each correlated (R ≥ 0.5) slope, grouped by analysis region
(Figure 1) and colored by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. Each box and whisker plot shows the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles; the whiskers terminate at the last observation within 1.5 times the interquartile range, and all other observations are
indicated with outlier points. (a) The ΔCO values for all correlated slopes. (b) The ΔCO2 values for all correlated slopes.
Both subplots are plotted with logarithmic axes.
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Figure 6. Vertically binned distributions in the Seoul analysis region. (a) The slope distributions for observations collected
over Seoul, colored by vertical bin: the boundary layer, the low free troposphere (alt < 3 km ASL, pressure altitude), and the
high free troposphere (alt ≥ 3 km ASL). (b) Quantiﬁcation of the distributions by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. Each bar is
colored by vertical bin and labeled with the percentage of the distribution that occurs within the listed range. ASL = above
sea level.

ASL). The distributions of the correlated slopes are quantiﬁed by ratio range in Figure 6b. In the boundary
layer the distribution of ratios is narrow, centered on 0.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2, with the majority of the correlated
slopes (>80%) occurring between 0% and 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2. Moving higher in the atmosphere, two trends
occur. First, above the boundary layer the distributions show a larger contribution from higher ratios, showing a shift to lower‐efﬁciency‐type distribution. Second, the proportion of negative slopes also increases with
increasing altitude, indicating that the biogenic signature in ΔCO/ΔCO2 becomes more important with altitude. In the high free troposphere, approximately 42% of the correlated slopes are negative.
The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the vertically split correlated slope distributions are shown
in Figure 7. CDFs shows how much of the distribution is below a speciﬁc value—for instance, for this work
the value at zero indicates what percentage of the distribution has a negative correlated slope. This facilitates
comparison of the distributions without needing to account for exactly where local peaks in the distribution
occur. Figure 7a shows the CDFs for the full range slope values, while Figure 7b shows the CDFs for the positive slopes only and Figure 7c shows the CDFs for the negative slopes only. The full range CDFs in Figure 7a
show that negative slopes have a greater contribution to the slope distributions at high altitudes and that
there is also a shift in the positive slopes to higher ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratios, as seen in Figure 6. The positive slope
CDFs in Figure 7b show this move to higher ratios with altitude in more detail, with the boundary layer data
having a clearly sharper distribution with lower ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratios overall. In comparison, the low free tropospheric and high free tropospheric bins overlap signiﬁcantly in the positive slope CDFs, with a noticeable
divergence only occurring around 3.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2, when the highest altitude bin shows an additional contribution from higher ratios. The high free troposphere bin has a CDF that is shallower than the low free tropospheric bin for all slopes greater than 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2, but the difference is slight.
The negative slope CDFs in Figure 7c show the same divergence between the boundary layer and the two free
tropospheric bins, for slightly different reasons. While the boundary layer bin has a sharper distribution with
lower ratio slopes compared to the free troposphere, in the negative slopes the boundary layer CDF indicates
that the distributions of the negative slopes in that lowest level of the atmosphere are shifted to more negative
values, while both of the free tropospheric bins produce negative slopes at roughly the same ΔCO/ΔCO2
ratios. Taken together, these results indicate that over the Seoul analysis region the ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope
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Figure 7. Seoul slope distribution cumulative distribution function plots (CDFs). The lines are colored by vertical bin.
(a) The CDFs for the full slope distribution range. (b) The CDFs for the positive slopes only. (c) The CDFs for the negative
slopes only; note that the x axis is reversed for clearer comparison to the other panels. Removing the negative slopes from
the CDFs allows comparison of the slope distributions between the three vertical bins over Seoul without needing to
account for the large proportion of negative slopes that are measured above 3 km ASL (the high free troposphere);
removing the positive slopes allows for comparison of the where each height bin picks up the largest proportion of negative
slopes.

distributions have different behavior above and below the boundary layer, with that boundary layer/free
tropospheric difference captured in both the positive and negative slopes. Once in the free troposphere,
the main differences between the high and low free tropospheric bins is the proportion of negatively
correlated ΔCO/ΔCO2 slopes, and the distributions pick up an additional slight enhancement in the high‐
ratio slopes with higher altitude in the free troposphere.
Interpreting the negative slopes as the primary indicator of biogenic activity returns the perhaps unexpected
result of indicating larger losses of CO2 to biogenic uptake at higher altitudes. However, Turnbull, Tans, et al.
(2011) observed that far‐ﬁeld measurements of CO2 on the west coast of South Korea were dominated by terrestrial sources, with only 20% of their far‐ﬁeld (not South Korean originating) CO2 being attributable to fossil fuel sources. The low free tropospheric and high free tropospheric measurements over Seoul are
associated with higher wind speeds, and in general higher‐altitude measurements favor long‐distance transport compared to boundary layer measurements, which are inﬂuenced by local sources. Turnbull et al. attributed a larger fraction of their measurements to biogenics compared to this work, which is only attributing
periods of negative slopes to biogenic behavior; however, Turnbull et al. included combustion processes like
biomass burning in the terrestrial sources, while this technique would identify that kind of process with a
positive ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope.
3.3. The West Sea Receptor Location Analysis
3.3.1. Overall West Sea Receptor Analysis
The West Sea analysis region can be treated as a receptor location, useful for looking at the advection inﬂow
to the Korean Peninsula over water where there are few signiﬁcant direct emissions. Since there were many
ﬂights that included legs in this analysis region over different meteorological regimes, it is helpful to split the
ﬂights in this analysis region into three subdivisions, shown in Figure 1. Figure 8 shows the ΔCO/ΔCO2
slope distributions (Figure 8a), slope quantiﬁcation by ratio range (Figure 8b), and back trajectory wind
crosses (Figures 8c–8e) for these three West Sea analysis sectors.
Sector A is the South Korean outﬂow region, which shows extremely low ratio positive ΔCO/ΔCO2 slopes,
few negative slopes, and wind crosses centered over the Korean Peninsula, but covering a wide expanse both
east and west due to the wind direction moving from a primarily easterly ﬂow to a primarily westerly ﬂow
with altitude. Sector B shows a change in the ΔCO/ΔCO2 distributions to higher ratios compared to
Sector A, with the wind cross centers moving to the west; this sector is considered mixed South Korean
inﬂow and outﬂow. Sector C encompasses the measurements that were made on the far western side of
the West Sea analysis region, which targeted Chinese inﬂow to South Korea, and the ΔCO/ΔCO2 distributions show a ﬂat, wide distribution dominated by high ratios and indicating low‐efﬁciency combustion type
slopes relative to the other two West Sea analysis region sectors. The Sector C wind cross is also centered
westward from both Sectors A and B, indicating that Sector C is a Chinese source/Korean inﬂow
measurement.
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Figure 8. Slope distributions for the West Sea analysis sectors (Figure 1). (a) Slope distributions for the three analysis sectors, colored by sector. (b) Quantiﬁcation of
the distributions by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. Each bar is colored by sector and labeled with the percentage of the distribution that occurs within the listed range.
(c–e) The back trajectory wind crosses for the three West Sea sectors, colored by back trajectory hour as in Figure 2. Each map has a polygon of the sector
footprint, colored by sector.

While Sector A has an extremely sharp distribution indicative of primarily low ratio emissions (>50% of the
correlated slopes between 0% and 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2), Sector B shows a shift in these distributions with nearly
70% of the correlated slopes falling between 0% and 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2, but only 37.5% of them occurring
between 0% and 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2. In contrast, Sector C shows a very distinct change in the distributions, with
a higher percentage of high ratios and few correlated slopes falling in the highest‐efﬁciency region, 0–1%
ΔCO/ΔCO2. Most of the Sector C slopes (69.6%) fall between 1% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2.
3.3.2. Vertical West Sea Receptor Analysis
The West Sea sector analysis indicates that the distribution moving to a higher ratio (lower efﬁciency) is associated with air masses originating over China. While this makes intuitive sense, as the efﬁciency of the combustion sources in China are expected to be lower overall compared to sources in South Korea (Silva et al.,
2013), the sector results need to be examined in more detail.
Figure 9 shows the ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope distributions for the three West Sea analysis sectors split by vertical bin.
Figures 9d–9f quantify the slope distributions by ratio range. The plots are organized vertically, from high‐ to
low‐altitude bin. When split this way, the distribution differences between the three West Sea analysis region
sectors show clear differences by vertical split and analysis sector. Figure 10 shows the back trajectory wind
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Figure 9. West Sea analysis sectors, separated by vertical bin. (a–c) The slope distributions colored by analysis sector and organized by vertical bin, high to low. (d–f)
Quantiﬁcation of the slope distributions, organized by ratio range and colored by analysis sector and labeled with the percentage of the distribution that occurs
within the listed range. (a, d) The high free troposphere, (b, e) low free troposphere, and (c, f) boundary layer data.

crosses by West Sea sector and altitude bin. Quantiﬁcation of the relative sampling level for all regions is
recorded in the supporting information.
In the high free troposphere (Figures 9a and 9d) all three sectors show similar ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope distributions, with back trajectories (Figure 10, high free troposphere) that show consistent behavior between the
three sectors. All three regions are associated with fast westerly winds and show slope distributions that have
positive slopes that are shifted to higher ratios with the bulk of the correlated slopes between 1% and 4%
ΔCO/ΔCO2, with the distributions from all three altitude bins showing very similar behavior. All three
regions also have signiﬁcant negative slopes in this highest altitude bin.
Moving downward, the low free tropospheric data (Figures 9b and 9e) begin to show divergence in both the
ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope distributions and the back trajectory wind crosses (Figure 10, low free troposphere)
between sectors. However, while the three sectors have differences between the exact placement of the distribution shape and peak, all three are still clearly dominated by high‐ratio slopes, with approximately 90% of
the slopes for all three sectors falling between 2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2. Additionally, the positive slope distributions for Sectors A and C have similar shapes (Figure 9b), while the back trajectories for these two regions
likewise show similar spatial inﬂuence. In contrast, Sector B has a distribution that peaks at approximately
2% ΔCO/ΔCO2 and back trajectories that also originate in China, but with a signiﬁcantly more southerly
component compared to Sectors A and C.
The West Sea analysis sector differences are most distinct in the boundary layer. The boundary layer ΔCO/Δ
CO2 slope distributions (Figures 9c and 9f) show signiﬁcant differences between sectors and have notable differences in the sector wind crosses (Figure 10, boundary layer). All three regions have small contributions
from negative slopes (<10% of the total correlated slopes), but there are large differences in the positive
slopes. Sectors A and B both have more than 50% of their slopes in the lowest ratio range of 0–1% ΔCO/Δ
CO2. The slope distributions are also very narrow for these two sectors, centered at 0.1% ΔCO/ΔCO2 for
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Figure 10. Wind crosses for the West Sea analysis sectors by altitude bin. The wind crosses are colored by back trajectory hour. Each map has a polygon of the
appropriate sector footprint, colored by sector. The maps are organized by vertical bin, from high to low altitude.

Sector A and 0.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2 for Sector B. Additionally, both Sectors A and B have wind crosses that very
clearly originate over the Korean Peninsula within 48 hr of measurement and stay over or to the east of the
peninsula for a full 48 hr prior to the sampling. This indicates that the slope distributions measured for
Sectors A and B in the lowest‐altitude bins can be considered indicative of ratios expected for the mixed
emission from the Korean Peninsula. These results also match the lowest altitude slope distributions over
the Seoul analysis region.
A note on Sector A: These measurements are not only a receptor location for the emissions from the Korean
Peninsula but also encompasses power plant emissions from the industrial sector on the West coast of Korea.
Power plant combustion efﬁciencies are typically very high, with very small amounts of CO produced compared to CO2 emissions, leading to the result over Sector A in the lowest‐altitude bin where the slope distribution peaked at 0.1% ΔCO/ΔCO2. The results from this boundary layer sector should be considered
indicative of the power plant generation on the west coast of South Korea, rather than a characterization
of the general South Korean combustion signature; in contrast, the Sector B boundary layer data is more indicative of the general South Korean outﬂow signature.
Finally, boundary layer slope distributions for Sector C are clearly characteristic of higher ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratios
compared to Sectors A and B and indicate sources with lower‐efﬁciency combustion. Fewer than 10% of the
correlated slopes for Sector C are in the highest efﬁciency bin, 0–1% ΔCO/ΔCO2, while roughly 70% of the
slopes fall between 1% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2, with more than half of those high‐ratio slopes occurring between
2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2. The wind cross for Sector C (Figure 11, boundary layer) also indicates that the air
masses measured in this analysis sector originate to the west of the region. The West Sea Sector C results
can be considered a Chinese‐sourced high‐ratio distribution, arising from low‐efﬁciency combustion compared to the South Korean originated air masses.
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Figure 11. Vertically binned distributions of the Chinese data. (a) The slope distributions for observations collected
over China, colored by vertical bin: the boundary layer and the free troposphere. (b) Quantiﬁcation of the distributions by
ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. Each bar is colored by vertical bin and labeled with the percentage of the distribution that occurs
within the listed range.

The vertical breakout of the West Sea analysis sectors (Figures 9 and 10) shows that the differences in the
overall West Sea sector distributions (Figure 9) can be attributed to differences in the air masses measured
in the boundary layer. The free tropospheric measurements over the three West Sea analysis sectors were
associated with fast moving westerly winds, and all three sectors also showed a change in ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope
distributions to higher ratios, in both the low and high free troposphere with greater distribution agreement
in the high free troposphere. However, in the boundary layer the distributions for the three sectors differ,
with an accompanying change in the associated back trajectories. The boundary layer measurements were
more heavily inﬂuenced by local and short‐range sources, due to the lack of time to dilute sources into the
free troposphere, and these boundary slope distributions are considered to be indicative of the source signature for South Korea (Sector B) and China (Sector C).
3.4. Chinese Aircraft Measurements
Based on the results from the West Sea sector analysis, there is a strong source signature in the slope distributions, with air masses advecting from China having ΔCO/ΔCO2 slope distributions that have a larger contribution from high‐ratio measurements, indicating the inﬂuence of lower‐efﬁciency combustion. To
conﬁrm these results, we use the measurements collected over China on a Chinese in situ measurement aircraft during the KORUS‐AQ sampling period. The ﬂight paths from the Chinese data set are shown in
Figure 1, and the slope distributions from these data are presented in Figure 11, separated by altitude bin.
Figure 11b quantiﬁes these vertically split slope distributions.
The Chinese data set is split vertically into a boundary layer and a free troposphere layer; the altitude range of
the smaller aircraft used during these measurements was smaller than the KORUS‐AQ South Korean measurements made from the NASA DC‐8, and the maximum altitude reached in the Chinese data set was 3.6
km ASL, so a high free troposphere bin (≥3 km ASL) was not included. The vertical splits over Seoul and
the West Sea analysis regions generally showed a shift to higher ratios and wider distributions with increasing height; in the Chinese data, the free tropospheric measurements are shifted to a higher ratio compared to
the boundary layer measurements, but the distribution at altitude is narrower, with 64% of the correlated
slopes occurring between 2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2. The free tropospheric slope distribution peaks between
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2% and 3% ΔCO/ΔCO2, while the boundary layer slopes have a bimodal distribution, peaking at 1% and
approximately 2.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2. The boundary layer slopes also show a greater spread in the distributions,
with a larger number of correlated slopes below 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2 and above 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2 compared to the
free troposphere, indicating that there is a wider mix of sources close to the surface compared to the
free troposphere.
However, even with the difference between the boundary layer and free tropospheric ΔCO/ΔCO2 slopes in
the Chinese data, there is a clear shift to higher ratios in these slope distributions compared to the ΔCO/Δ
CO2 ratios measured on the Korean Peninsula. The total slope distributions in the Chinese data show that
only 6% of the correlated slopes fall between 0% and 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2, and roughly half of the correlated slopes
measured over China are between 2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2. There are more slopes with a ratio >4% ΔCO/Δ
CO2 range than there are high‐efﬁciency type slopes (0–1% ΔCO/ΔCO2) or negatives slopes.
The Chinese data set was collected downwind from the Gobi Desert, over a mixed‐use industrial, agricultural and suburban region. The wide mix of sources at the surface in the boundary layer is expected
based on the use characteristics of the region, as is the change in the overall slope distributions to a
lower‐efﬁciency type compared to the results over South Korea. An additional difference between these
measurements and the South Korean measurements is how the slope distributions narrow in the free troposphere; where the free tropospheric measurements over South Korea show the slope distributions
becoming both broader and more negative when compared to the boundary layer, the free tropospheric
measurements over China show a distribution that is sharper and with lower ratios compared to the
boundary layer. There are also very few negative slopes measured in the Chinese dataset. The lower‐efﬁciency peak in the Chinese distributions for both the boundary layer and the free troposphere peak at
approximately 2.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2, possibly indicating some common source type between the two altitudes. The peak at 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2 in the boundary layer indicates that there is some source in the study
region that is running at relatively high efﬁciency; this could be attributed to vehicles or power generation, without similar sources upwind of the sampled region.
3.5. Seoul Versus China Versus West Sea Subregion C
The slope distribution for the overall Seoul analysis region is dominated by low‐ratio slopes (Figure 4), indicating overall higher‐efﬁciency emissions from the region into the boundary layer; However, the vertically
separated Seoul analysis region (Figure 6) indicated that the correlated slopes shifted to higher distributions
at high altitudes, suggesting that a Chinese emissions signature may be inﬂuencing the ΔCO/ΔCO2 slopes in
the free troposphere over Seoul. To better understand this behavior, Figure 12 compares the vertically separated distributions from the Seoul analysis region to the full‐altitude distributions observed in China and
over the West Sea Sector C boundary layer (Chinese‐sourced inﬂow to South Korea), and to the South
Korea outﬂow into the West Sea Sector B boundary layer (section 4.3). Figures 12a–12c show the ΔCO/Δ
CO2 slope distribution comparisons between the vertically separated Seoul data and the three full‐altitude
comparison distributions, where all three comparison distributions are identical in the three subplots. The
slope distributions are quantiﬁed by ratio range in Figures 12d–12g. Figure 13 shows the CDF plots for these
comparisons, with the full range distributions (Figures 13a–13c) and the positive‐slope‐only
distributions (Figures 13d–13f).
The Seoul boundary layer distribution (Figure 12c) compares extremely well to the West Sea Sector B boundary layer measurements, which we consider to be the South Korean Peninsula outﬂow ΔCO/ΔCO2 signature. There are minor contributions from negative slopes (roughly 5% or less), and both distributions have
more than 50% of their correlated slopes between 0% and 1% ΔCO/ΔCO2 and 80% of the correlated slopes
below 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2 (Figures 12f and 12g). The positive slope CDFs (Figure 13) also show that the Seoul
boundary layer the West Sea region B slope distributions have very similar distributions. In contrast, the
two Chinese distributions, the Chinese data and the West Sea Sector C boundary layer, show distributions
that are similarly very well matched to each other, but with higher ratios compared to the South Korean‐type
distributions (Seoul boundary layer and West Sea Sector B boundary layer; Figures 13c and 3f).
Our previous analysis of the Seoul vertical distributions (section 4.2) indicated that there was a clear distribution change in the positive slopes over the Seoul analysis region, with the free tropospheric data showing a
distinct ΔCO/ΔCO2 distribution signature from the Seoul analysis region boundary layer data, (Figure 7b).
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Figure 12. Comparison between the Seoul, the West Sea Region B Boundary Layer, the West Sea Region C Boundary Layer, and the Chinese data, split by the
vertical bins of the Seoul analysis region. (a–c) The slope distributions for the three regions, colored by region. The distribution is a normalized probability density
plot for direct comparison of the distributions. In all three panels the West Sea Region B Boundary Layer distributions, West Sea Region C Boundary Layer
Distributions, and Chinese distribution are the same distributions, not split by altitude. The Seoul slope distribution is split by altitude bin, as noted on the panel.
(d) Quantiﬁcation of the Chinese dataset slope distributions by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. All altitude data are included. (e) Quantiﬁcation of the West Sea Sector C
boundary layer slope distribution by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. This is the Chinese‐sourced Korean inﬂow signature. (f) Quantiﬁcation of the West Sea Sector B
boundary layer slope distribution by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range. This is the South Korea outﬂow signature. (g) Quantiﬁcation of the Seoul analysis region slope
distributions by ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio range, grouped and colored by Seoul vertical bin.

Figures 13b and 13e show the slope distributions of the low free tropospheric Seoul analysis region data
compared to the same South Korean outﬂow signature, the Chinese‐sourced inﬂow signature, and the
direct Chinese emissions; Figures 13a and 13d show high free tropospheric Seoul ΔCO/ΔCO2
distributions against the same data. The full range CDFs (Figures 13a and 13b) are included for
completeness and show the increased proportion of negative slopes in the high altitude Seoul data;
however, the positive slope CDFs (Figures 13d and 13e) show the more important comparison. When the
negative slopes are disregarded, the Seoul high free tropospheric (Figure 13d) and Seoul low fee
tropospheric (Figure 13e) distributions fall between the South Korean outﬂow signature (West Sea Sector
B boundary layer) and the Chinese signature (Chinese measurements and West Sea Sector C boundary
layer). While the Seoul ΔCO/ΔCO2 distributions show a slight shift to higher ratios in the high free
troposphere compared to the low free troposphere (Figure 12g), this change is very slight and does not
turn the Seoul positive slope distribution in the highest altitude bin into a fully Chinese type distribution.
There are three conclusions from this comparison. First, the West Sea Sector C boundary layer and Chinese
data have very similar ratio signatures. While the measurements in these two regions have some differences
in the exact placement of the peaks, the two regions have roughly equivalent distributions, with the bulk of
the correlated emissions falling between 1% and 5% ΔCO/ΔCO2. Second, these two Chinese type distributions are shifted toward higher ratios compared to the data collected over Seoul and the South Korean outﬂow (West Sea Sector B boundary layer). The Seoul and South Korean outﬂow distributions compare
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Figure 13. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots of the comparison between the Seoul, the West Sea Sector B Boundary Layer, the West Sea Sector C
Boundary Layer data, and the Chinese data split by the vertical bins of the Seoul analysis region. The Seoul distribution changes with altitude bin; the West Sea
Sector B boundary layer, the West Sea Sector C boundary layer, and Chinese CDFs are the same in each panel. (a–c) The CDFs for the full slope distribution range.
(d–f) The CDFs for the positive slopes only. (a, d) The high free tropospheric Seoul slope distributions, (b, e) the low free tropospheric Seoul slope distributions, and
(c, f) the boundary layer Seoul slope distributions.

extremely well, with narrow distributions that fall primarily between 0% and 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2. This indicates
a much different set of emissions between South Korea and China, with the South Korean emissions
showing a low‐ratio‐type signature, implying higher‐efﬁciency combustion processes, compared to the
measurements associated with China. Finally, while there is a ratio shift over South Korea with altitude to
higher ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratios with increasing altitude, the Seoul measurements indicate that there is not an
unambiguous Chinese outﬂow signature at high altitudes. A high proportion of negative slopes in the
high free troposphere over Seoul indicate that the high altitude data is disproportionally impacted by a
biogenic signature, the source of which is unclear in this analysis.

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparisons to Korean Emission Inventories
The slope distribution analysis provides information about what ratios of ΔCO/ΔCO2 are most common in
an analysis region, while traditional ratio calculations over longer time periods calculate the overall ratio for
the blend of sources and sinks in a study region. The two pieces of information are complementary, but the
ratio distributions provide detail on the range of ratios observed in the atmosphere and the relative importance of different ratio ranges, which can be used in comparisons with the emissions inventories. Table 2
shows the emissions inventory values for East Asia in 2015, from the South Korean National Institute of
Environmental Research's KORUS Emissions Inventory Version 2.0, a modiﬁed version of the CREATE
Inventory (Woo et al., 2013). Table 2 includes data for South Korea, North Korea, China and Japan, and
for the South Korean Seoul metropolitan region. In South Korea and Japan, CO is primary sourced from
transportation, while China produces most of its CO in industry. The primary CO2 sources for these three
countries is either power generation or cooking. The primary CO2 source for South Korea, China, and
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Table 2
Emissions Inventory Values for East Asia in 2015
South Korea

South Korea: Seoul only

Emission
Sector

CO

CO2

Power
Industry
Residential
Transportation
Total

89.9
134.6
186.6
481.6
941.0

268.3
227.8
57.7
96.4
648.5

CO
1.0
0.2
8.8
76.7
86.7

CO2
1.2
0.4
8.1
7.7
17.4

North Korea

China

Japan

CO

CO2

CO

CO2

CO

CO2

1.0
65.3
310.7
91.0
534.1

4.7
14.8
3.7
1.2
24.6

656.5
101,175
46,296
17,479
165,606

5,016
4112
618.4
864.3
10,611

149.1
977.1
151.0
3,000.6
4,277.8

540.2
211.4
144.8
210.9
1107

Note. CO emissions are reported in gigagrams per year. CO2 emissions are reported in teragrams per year.

Japan is power generation. North Korea's primary CO source is residential, due to heating and cooking,
while the primary CO2 source is industry.
Table 3 shows the calculated CO/CO2 mole ratio for each region and source calculated from the emissions
in Table 2 (see supporting information section S6). The CO/CO2 ratios are presented as percentage ratios.
Using the expected emissions inventory ratio for each area (country or city), there is reasonable agreement
between the expected CO/CO2 mole ratios from the emissions inventories to the observed slope distributions. While the overall expected CO/CO2 mole ratio for South Korea of 0.228% CO/CO2 does not match
the plotted slope distributions, the expected ratio for Seoul matches the peak in the slope distribution over
the Seoul analysis region quite well, with an expected inventory ratio of 0.78.
In the inventories, transportation is the most signiﬁcant CO source in Seoul, and the expected transportation
ratio is 1.5% CO/CO2; however, the observed boundary layer ratio peak over Seoul has better agreement to
the overall South Korea transportation ratio of 0.80% CO/CO2. Finally, the emissions inventories estimate
that the primary CO2 source for South Korea is power generation, followed closely by industry. The West
Sea Sector A analysis in section 3.3.1 showed the results for measurements over a region with a large number
of power plants and includes data from a ﬂight with deliberate sampling of power plant emissions (21 May
2016); this Sector A analysis has a boundary layer slope distribution that had a peak below 0.5% ΔCO/ΔCO2,
indicating that the measurements were sampling the high‐efﬁciency combustion signature expected for
the area.
In contrast, the emissions inventories for China estimate an overall CO/CO2 ratio of 2.5% CO/CO2, which
captures the change in the slope distributions to higher ratios observed in the data from both the Chinese
mainland and the West Sea Sector C, in which Chinese inﬂow to South Korea was sampled. The emissions
inventory for China indicates that both the transportation and industrial sectors have an expected overall
ratio of 3% to 4% CO/CO2, with the industrial sector dominating Chinese CO emissions, and industrial emissions a close second only to power generation in CO2 emissions. However, the emissions ratios expected from
the inventory are higher than what we see in the ΔCO/ΔCO2 ratio distributions, with power generation the
only category with an expected ratio below 1% CO/CO2, and the residential emissions above 11% CO/CO2.
Recent work on pollution trends in East Asia by Zheng et al. (2018) indicate that CO emissions have

Table 3
East Asian Emission Ratios for CO/CO2, Reported as Percentage CO/CO2
Emission
Sector
Power
Industry
Residential
Transportation
Total

South Korea

South Korea: Seoul only

North Korea

China

Japan

0.033
0.692
13.04
11.45
3.416

0.021
3.866
11.76
3.178
2.453

0.043
0.726
0.164
2.236
0.607

% CO (mole)/CO2 (mole)
0.053
0.093
0.508
0.800
0.228

0.126
0.090
0.171
1.558
0.784

Note. These ratios are derived from the inventory information presented in Table 2.
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decreased in China while fossil fuel consumption has held steady or increased and attribute this decrease in
CO to increasing emission controls within China. Assessing the change in Chinese emissions is beyond the
scope of the current work, but motivates the use of this technique as a method for assessing inventory comparisons to top‐down measurements, especially in areas like China where there are rapidly changing emissions characteristics.
4.2. Discussion of Method Applications
The distributions of the short‐term CO to CO2 slopes are a different way of understanding source ratios for a
region; rather than calculating the overall ratio for the total mix of combustion sources, the slope distributions indicate which ratios are most common in a region. This method adds value to other types of ratio calculations, especially when there are high time resolution in situ measurements, such as the CO and CO2
collected during KORUS‐AQ.
There are some caveats to this method. First, this technique takes advantage of the fact that these two species
are frequently coemitted from the same sources under the same conditions, with distinct ratios. Both of these
species are also relatively long lived in the atmosphere. This technique will be more difﬁcult with species that
have short atmospheric lifetimes, or emissions ratios that are not as clearly deﬁned. This technique also uses
a correlation ﬁltering of the calculated ΔCO/ΔCO2 slopes and does not consider slopes with a coefﬁcient of
determination less than 0.5; this means that slopes will not be considered for time windows during which the
two species are not covarying. This technique is only sensitive to regions where the concentrations are changing on short time scales, such as when the instrument samples a time varying mixture of two air masses.
Additionally, a complication of this method with these particular tracers is the use of the negative slopes to
identify biogenic signatures. As we noted in the results, the attribution of biogenic signatures only to negative
results returns a result that indicates that there is higher biogenic inﬂuence at high altitudes. However, the
assignment of biogenic behavior only to negative slopes is overly simplistic, as biogenic CO2 depletion of an
air mass with enhanced CO2 over the background may still have a positive slope. The lack of negative slopes
at low altitudes does not indicate that there is necessarily less biogenic activity compared to high altitudes.
Disentangling that dynamic is beyond the scope of the current work; however, the use of the coefﬁcient of
determination as a ﬁlter for the ΔCO/ΔCO2 allows us to have some conﬁdence that this method is able to
characterize nearﬁeld emissions and coherent plumes.
Despite these limitations, the technique is able to provide information about correlated species over a region
or period of time and provide a CO/CO2 ratio signature, which can be used to understand trends or differences in combustion sources between regions. This analysis shows that the technique can be used to characterize a source signature distribution, and how these ratio distributions can be used in areas with
heterogeneous source characteristics (e.g., China vs. South Korea) to differentiate between air mass origins.
Combining these kinds of ratio calculations with additional chemical species and with modeled source tracers present exciting analysis opportunities in the KORUS‐AQ data set and beyond.
This method of ratio characterization is not intended to replace general ratios between two species, but to
supplement that analysis. The short‐term ratio analysis will be useful in scenarios where high time resolution
data sets of chemical species are available; aircraft and tower studies are particularly well suited to leverage
this technique for added information about air mass characteristics. Additionally, potential applications
include using this method to assess sources during severe air quality events in well‐measured regions, and
for inventory assessment in areas with changing air quality regulations and types of sources.

5. Conclusions
Ratios of CO to CO2 provide information about the emissions within a study region. While correlation over a
region or period of time may provide information about the overall mix of sources and sinks, the distributions of the ratios collected from a rolling correlation with a short time period allows us greater insight into
the short‐term and near‐range sources. The distributions of the calculated slopes can be loosely interpreted
as a low‐ratio‐type distribution, with slopes primarily between 0% and 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2, or a high‐ratio‐type
distribution, with slopes primarily above 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2.
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This technique was used on the 2016 KORUS‐AQ ﬁeld campaign data to investigate emissions of CO2 and
CO over the Korean Peninsula. The data set was divided into three analysis regions: the Seoul metropolitan
region, which was primarily urban; the South Korean Peninsula region, which encompassed the mixed‐use
environment outside of Seoul over South Korea and some measurements over Japan; and the West Sea analysis region, which was treated as a receptor location for inﬂow/outﬂow over the Korean Peninsula. The
Seoul analysis region showed high‐efﬁciency type slope distributions in the boundary layer, with most of
the correlated slopes between 0% and 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2, and slope distributions that show a larger contribution
from higher ratios with altitude, indicating that there was a difference in the air mass sources that was
related to altitude over the Seoul analysis region. A larger proportion of negative slopes was also measured
at high altitude over the Seoul analysis region than lower in the atmosphere over the same region, indicating
that the biogenic signature varies with altitude in this region.
To better understand this change in slope distributions with altitude over Seoul, the West Sea analysis region
was divided into three analysis sectors, which targeted different meteorological regimes: Sector A, the west
coast and outﬂow from Seoul; Sector B, the mixed inﬂow to and outﬂow from South Korea; and Sector C,
primarily Chinese sourced inﬂow into Korea. Analyzing these three sectors by altitude bin provided evidence
that the Korean outﬂow shows a distinctly narrow slope distribution centered at 0.5–0.9% ΔCO/ΔCO2, with
most of the correlated slopes falling between 0% and 2% ΔCO/ΔCO2, as seen in the Seoul boundary layer and
West Sea Sectors A and B boundary layer distributions. In contrast, the Chinese‐sourced inﬂow and direct
measurements over the Chinese mainland show broadened ΔCO/ΔCO2 distributions with generally higher
ratios, with the majority of the correlated slopes falling between 1% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2, and more than half
of that range between 2% and 4% ΔCO/ΔCO2. Comparing the vertical Seoul distributions to the South
Korean outﬂow signature (West Sea Sector B boundary layer) and the Chinese‐type distributions (the
Chinese measurements and the West Sea Sector C boundary layer) indicated that there is a change in the distributions from a high‐efﬁciency environment at the surface, with slopes primarily between 0% and 2% ΔCO/
ΔCO2, to a lower‐efﬁciency environment with altitude. These measured ratio trends over South Korea are
consistent with inventoried CO and CO2 emissions, while the Chinese ratios, both measured directly and
in the inﬂow region over the Yellow Sea, indicate a potential discrepancy between our measurements of
the Chinese outﬂow signature and the emissions inventory.
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